The ANCEA, SAKURA CON
Member Newsletter
Pre-Con Edition

Presented by the
Asia-Northwest Cultural
Education Association,
Sakura-Con is the oldest and
most well attended anime
convention in the Pacific
Northwest.
As members of
ANCEA/Sakura-Con, you are
invited to celebrate
Sakura-Con’s 21st Year!
This newsletter is meant to help
you prepare for this year’s
convention, and to share a
little preview of what’s to come.
Enjoy! And always, remember
that if you have ANY questions
about ANCEA/Sakura-Con
please contact us at
info@sakuracon.org
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Winner’s Circle - 2017

						Every Wonder Who Won What Last Year?
Each year Sakura-con hosts a variety of contests. We accept a wide range of
participants, from first time artists to professionals, as long as you’re a registered
member. There are a variety of prizes and categories, and room for everyone to
compete! Many of these contests require entry deadlines prior to the convention,
so check the website for updates!

The Winners of the 20th Anniversary
Costume Contest!
For those of you who want to enter next year keep an eye on the website
for updates! And remember, while making your costume make sure to
document your process of designing and making it!

Individuals

Novice			AnomalousPulsar
Intermediate		
Rita Farkas Cosplay
Masters			BAT Cosplay

Group

Novice			Runic Cosplay
Intermediate		
Neverland cosplay
Masters			Crepuscular Cosplay

Others

Judge’s Choice		
Best in Show		
Craftsmanship		

Sakura Elric
LyddiDesign Costumes
Atlas Vanderbelt
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Winner’s of the 2017 Scavenger Hunt
Since last year’s Scavenger Hunt was such a blast we are bringing it back!!!
1,525 people participated in the event last year and 646 prizes were collected!
For those of you who got stumped here are all of the clues and answers!
Clue Locations Answer Guide:
1. Make a lasting memory with Anime Strike - Dealer’s Hall
2. You’ve got answers! Wait, reverse that - Info Booth
3. Sit back, relax, and watch some anime - 6F Theatres
4. Not all panels are on one side of the street - Panels 8
5. Warning: Creativity may be addictive - Arts and Crafts
6. Your first stop before late night MA panels - ID / Passes Booth
7. Mobile Suits in urgent need of construction - Gundam Building
8. Get quality originals or just enjoy the display - Art Show
9. Don’t be afraid to sing out loud - Karaoke
10. Won Petal Points? Claim your rewards! - Prize Store
11. Where your OC can come to life on paper - Artist Alley
12. Bid to help Make a Wish come true - Charity Auction
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2017 AMV Contest Winners
A yearly favorite! Thank you everyone who participated in this event and here is the list of
the 20th Anniversary Winners!
BEST TRAILERS
‘Blades of Yuri’ by BecauseImBored1 - Blades of Glory Trailer Audio - Yuri on Ice
BEST DRAMA
‘Fiat Lux’ by PieandBeer - Sleeping At Last by Sun - Tokyo Godfathers
BEST FUN
‘#TalkSkatingToMe’ by Gina Nelson - Jason Derulo by Talk Dirty to Me - Yuri on Ice
BEST RHYTHM
‘CDVV Presents The Weeb Jam Megamix’ by CornDog VidVids - ESPN by ESPN Presents
The Jock Jam Megamix - Various
BEST ACTION
‘Edible Annihilation’ by Kisanzi - Tom Player by Desolation - Ben-To
BEST COMEDY
‘Mr. Suave’ by Mary Grace Croasdaile - Meghan Trainor by Me Too - Sakamoto Desu Ga
BEST TECHNICAL
A3 - ‘Numinous’ by MrNosec - Modestep & Koven, Audiomachine by Take It All, Guardians at the Gate (Access Denied Remix) - Various
BEST CONCEPT
‘VIP’ by MadMegatax - Ke$ha by VIP - Various
JUDGES’ CHOICE
‘Money$hot’ by MycathatesyouAMV - Bruno Mars by 24K Magic - Noragami, Various
BEST SENTIMENTS & BEST IN SHOW
‘Timeless’ by hamstar138 - Avicii ft. Aloe Blacc by Wake Me Up - Various

20TH ANNIVERSARY AUDIENCE FAVORITE AMV CONTEST WINNER
‘Anime 404’ - BakaOppai - Various by Various - Various
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Tea Ceremony:
For the past several years the East-West Chanoyu Center has hosted a
Tea Ceremony demonstration at Sakura Con. It is narrated by Mr. Tim Olson
and performed by Ms. Koh Shimizu as the host, and Ms. Bonnie Mitchell and
Ms. Akemi Edwards as the guests, and is held on all three days of the convention.
It is a wonderful display of hospitality, serenity, and beauty of not only a
traditional Tea Ceremony but a presentation of this culturally significant event
and a tasting of the traditional Tea served. This is one Event that I highly
recommend you see, if not at Sakura Con check out their website to attend one
of their presentations.
http://eastwestchanoyucenter.org/
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The Tsubaki America Grand Shrine
By Corey Gilles

Tsubaki Grand Shrine of America is the
traditional Jinja Shinto Shrine and the
direct North American branch of
Tsubaki O Kami Yashiro in Mie
Prefecture one of the oldest and most
prestigious shrines in Japan with a
history of over 2000 years.
The Tsubaki America Grand Shrine is a
gorgeous Shinto Shrine located at
17720 Crooked Mile RD, Granite Falls
WA 98252. The Shrine holds many
festivals throughout the year and is a
welcoming place perfectly situated
within the natural beauty Western
Washington has to offer. Visitors are
able to go to the shrine to bask in the
peace of the shrine, buy amulets and
other items, attend festivals, participate
in Aikido classes, or even have a
personal ceremony.
(It is recommended that you call
ahead. Phone 360-691-6389.)

Continued On Next Page
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Though the Tsubaki America Grand Shrine isn’t very far from Seattle it
feels a world away from the hustle and bustle of modern day life. As you
drive towards Granite Falls the land around the road becomes first more
rural and then eventually it is hemmed in by forest. The trees are many,
covered in moss and ferns, and for those who aren’t familiar with the
temperate rainforests of Western Washington it appears otherworldly.
The forest seems to muffle the sounds of traffic and stress seems to fade
away as the noise does. The grounds are extensive and visitors have many
options for quiet contemplation either of nature, including the Pilchuck
River, or any of the many additional shrines that are available.
For more information visit
http://www.tsubakishrine.org

Continued On Next Page
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Upcoming Festivals:
April 8, 2018
Shyunki Taisai (Great Spring Ceremony)
Registration - 10:30, ceremony starts – 11:00 ends at noon
This is one of the 2 times each year that doors of the inner shrine are opened
for viewing. Many kinds of food and music are offered in gratitude to Kami.
Please come and enjoy the beautiful music.
June 24, 2018
Nagoshi-no-Oharahi Taisai (Great mid year purification)
Great Mid Year Ceremony. Registration from 10:30 AM, Taisai from 11:00.
This ceremony has been practiced since the eighth century in Japan and
includes walking through a large reed hoop (called a Chinowa) holding an
effigy to purge you of bad luck and sickness.
Citation:
Tsubaki Grand Shrine of America. http://www.tsubakishrine.org. Jan. 2018.
Photographs provided by Reverend Barrish of the Tsubaki Grand Shrine.
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Sakura Con’s 2018 Mascots!
We had a lot of great entries this year!
Thank you everyone for your submissions!
Who will be next? Find out the Haru Edition!

1st Place: Rosalie Higashi

Continued On Next Page
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2nd Place: Vania Chong

3rd Place: Marida Voir
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Where to Find the Things you Need
Where is the con?
The Washington State Convention and Trade Center,
Seattle Washington.
Did you know we have a full travel section on our website? Just click on “Hotels and Travel” and you can find
detailed information such as maps, info about our new
parking sponsor and even an interactive area guide!
http://sakuracon.org/hotels-travel/

Where is my Badge?
Members who have already pre-registered, may pick up
their badges at the Conference Center, which is across the
street from the main entrance to the Washington State
Convention Center, on Pike.
				

Here are the hours:

				Thursday, March 29th, 12pm-9pm
				Friday, March 30th, 6am-9pm
				Saturday, March 31st, 6am-9pm
				Sunday, April 1st, 8am-1pm

Continued On Next Page
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Still need to purchase
your membership?
You can register at this same
location that you get your badges
from and during the same hours too!
But,
Membership cost $80.00 at door.!
Last Day to Pre-Reg is...
March 7th!

IMPORTANT!!!!!
There are no exceptions to these requirements!!
All Adults Must Have Valid Government Issued Photo ID
When Picking Up Their Membership Badge!!!
All minors must be accompanied by an adult who is also a registered member.
If that adult is not the minor’s parent, a parental permission slip is required.
Here is the link: https://secure.sakuracon.org/registration/parentalauth.php
If you need special accommodation regarding a name change, or other
registration concern, contact registration@sakuracon.org
and/or go to the Manager’s line.
FULL REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR
WEBSITE UNDER “REGISTRATION”. FULL MEMBERSHIP POLICIES ARE
ALSO AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE UNDER “ABOUT US”.
WWW.SAKURACON.ORG

Continued On Next Page
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Where is Peace Bonding?
All prop weapons must be inspected and Peace Bonded. If you have a prop
weapon, then head to a Peace Bonding booth right away!

Peace Bonding locations:
Booth 1 the 3rd Floor Below Registration in the Conference Center.
Booth 2 located on the Sky Bridge outside of our Exhibits Hall.

Where can I find the answers to my
Sakura-Con questions?
Sakura-Con 2017 Mobile Guide
Book App - Load the entire schedule
to your mobile device!
Sakura-Con Website - Full schedules,
guest bios, policies, etc.
www.sakuracon.org
Sakura-Con Publications - The
Sakura-Con Pocket Guide contains
our schedule, and our Convention
Souvenir Guide contains detailed
write ups about events, procedures,
policy and is a beautiful, full color
glossy keepsake! Both are located in
your conbag, as supplies last.
Continued On Next Page
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On-Site Info Services - There is an
Information Booth for attendees on the
4th floor, to the left as you come up the
escalator. They can help you answer all
of your Con questions.
They also have photo shoots schedules
(provided by fans— this is not an “official”
Sakura-Con programming activity), large
printed maps and other resources for
those needing ADA access.
The Convention Reception Office
is located in Room 202, and can also help
with general questions.
ID Pass Booth If you’d like to attend any of the
Sakura-Con Rated “Mature” panels, you
must have an ID stamp. The ID Pass Booth
is located in the 4th Floor Atrium Gallery,
outside of Main Events, and near the
Merchandising Main Booth.
Lost and Found Go to the Convention Reception Office
for guidance, room 202.

Continued On Next Page
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First Aid The First Aid Station is located on the 4th Floor, in the
Atrium Gallery, just outside of the Autograph Hall.
I Need Help, or Someone is Bothering Me Sakura-Con abides by the idea that “Cosplay is Not Consent”
and has a strong anti-harassment policy (please see our website
for full details). Please come to the Infobooth, Con Reception
Office and let us know if there is anything, or anyone,
that is causing you concern.

Of course, Don’t hesitate to call the Police if you are in
ANY emergency.
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Top Eleven Recommendations to
Having a Successful Con!!!
Pre-planning is a must! We’ve Compiled a list
of our Top 11 Suggestions to Assist!
1. Set a schedule!
At a convention as large as Sakura-Con, figuring out
what to do may seem overwhelming. Consider all the
different programming tracks, and be prepared to
change your schedule. Having a “plan B” is wise.

2. Take-Care-Of-Yourself!
This is probably the most “no brainer” thing right? But it’s
actually the number 1 thing people forget.
Eat, sleep, hydrate!

3. Take some quiet breaks!
Such as in our Manga Library
located in Rooms 204 & 205,
or at Arts and Crafts
in the Conference Center, Chelan 2.
Continued On Next Page
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4. Need medication?
Remember to bring it! It’s so easy, when worrying
about finishing cosplays and packing our wigs, to
forget our everyday items. Make a list of things
you’ll need at least a week before con.

5. Make sure to sleep.
Despite what people say, “Sleep is for the
Week, the Week after Con!” we really
don’t recommend that you do that!
6. Wear comfortable shoes,
Or at least bring a set to change into between photos,
just in case, Seattle is a city of hills.

7.

Hydrate!!!
Convention Center air conditioning will
dry you out. Bring water and some
kind of lip balm.
8. Prepare for Cosplay Emergencies.
Bring some safety pins, a kit for refreshing
make-up and even a little super glue may
be essential. But if you need more help
please visit our Cosplay Repair Station
in room 304!

Continued On Next Page
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9. Practice good hygiene.
It’s healthy. ‘Nuff said.
10. Do a cosplay dry run.
Styling a wig for the first time? Trying out a
new make-up technique? A run through
before con will help you feel confident
and less stressed when it’s “go time.”
11. Be safe!!!
We recommend attending with family and
friends you trust
Make sure your phone is charged
Avoid walking alone, especially at night
if you can avoid it
Plan ahead for drop off and pick up if need be
Be aware of where emergency exits are located in the
event of an emergency, or
natural disaster
Be sure to let someone know if anyone, or anything is
making you feel uncomfortable. Report the issue to
Info booth and our Convention Reception Office so we
can alert staff and take a report
Don’t hesitate to contact 911 if you experience any kind
of emergency.
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Special Events Happening at
Sakura Con
Scavenger’s Hunt
Back by popular demand is the scavenger’s hunt!
LiSA Video Concert!
~LiTTLE DEViL PARADE~
Attendees of this video concert will get to witness LiSA’s Saitama Super
Arena performance for the first time in the Emerald City and will
receive a free LiSA light stick!
*THIS IS A VIDEO ONLY EVENT-LiSA will not be attending*
Dubbed J-pop’s “Rock Heroine”, LiSA’s
catchy melodies and irresistibly
energetic performances have broken
both genre and language barriers! After
gaining initial prominence in 2010 as a
vocalist singing songs for anime series,
“Angel Beats!”, LiSA has since gone on
to sing the themes to widely known anime series’, “Fate/Zero”, “SWORD ART
ONLINE”, as well as anime
movies’, “NISEKOI” and “MY HERO
ACADEMIA”.
LiSA’s crossing field, the “SWORD ART ONLINE” theme song, is one of
most downloaded Japanese songs on the US iTunes chart to date!!

Continued On Next Page
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Mecha & Gundam Model Contest
It was so good we are doing it again!
Sakura Con will be hosting a
Mecha & Gundam Model Contest!
Open to all levels of builders, from
beginner to experienced!
Cosplay Chess
Do you want to see your favorite characters duke it
out in a battle of wits and brawn?
Come and join us for Cosplay Chess!
The main event will be held on Saturday,
and an improve session on Sunday.
And don’t forget the Late Night Match!
You must have a valid Sakura-Con Adult
badge and obtain a Mature Audience Stamp
(VALID government issued ID REQUIRED to get stamp)
to attend the Late Night Event.

Continued On Next Page
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Moi-même-Moitié Fashion Show
Sakura-Con and FAKE STAR USA will be
holding the first-ever Moi-même-Moitié
fashion show in the US! Keep an eye on out
on the website for more information!
MINT NeKO Tokyo Fashion Show
MINT NeKO Tokyo is holding a Fashion Show
during Sakura Con on Saturday March 31st!
And they are still looking for volunteers
to be models for the show!
To enter please email fashion@jhouserock.com
with the following sent
No later than Monday, March 12th:
Two Photos (one headshots, on full body)
Measurements (height, weight, bust/hi/waist)
And a brief statement telling why you want to
be a part of the fashion event!
Musical Guests OKAMOTO
OKAMOTO is a four-member rock
band from Shinjuki, Tokyo. They
are famous for their modern take on
nostalgic, retro-rock and pop, their
danceable tunes make them darlings
of the festival circuit in Japan!
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Masquerade Ball: The Theme this Year is
Victorian Tea Time!!!
The Masquerade Ball is a family friendly event! Join us and our dance hosts
and learn how to waltz, tango, and swing dance!
Remember, the Masquerade Ball is Sakura-Con’s formal event.
Be sure to dress to impress!
Check out our Dress Code in Picture Form on the next two pages!
Don't Forget, Adherence to the dress code is mandatory
for entrance to the ball.
Please also review the dress code online at:
Home » Programming »Masquerade Ball,
http://sakuracon.org/programming/masquerade-ball/
Please note that are masks are required for the entire length of the event,
from entry until the de-masking before the end of the ball.
Don’t ruin the fun! Keep your masks on!

Continued On Next Page
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Masquerade Ball Dress Code Image Edition!

All attire, cosplay or otherwise, must adhere to the guidelines. Masks are required
for entry into the ball. And more formal attire may be worn as well.

Continued On Next Page
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Masquerade Ball Dress Code Image Edition!

All attire, cosplay or otherwise, must adhere to the guidelines. Masks are required
for entry into the ball. And more formal attire may be worn as well.
Masculine Attire:
Feminine Attire:
Ties and belts are optional.
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2017 Cosplay Photos

Continued On Next Page
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Continued On Next Page
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And Don’t Forget To Keep In Touch!
For more information about ANCEA and Sakura Con:
Email Us At: info@sakuracon.org
Or Visit Us At: www.sakuracon.org
Follow Us On Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SakuraCon
And Find Us On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/SakuraCon/
Check back in April for the first of our quarterly newsletters!
The Haru Edition!
March 30th - April 1st 2018
Washington State Convention Center
Newsletter Credits:
Coordinator Jasmine D. Oberkirsch
Assistant Corey Gilles
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